Less Paperwork. More Grants.

Achieve Smarter
Grants Mangement

THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

Federal agency program managers (PMs) overseeing the
grants management lifecycle face growing challenges
from multiple directions.

Noblis RunGrantsTM automates the process of grants
management to empower users and optimize results.

Agency PMs need a simpler, automated and user-friendly grants

to dive deep into the insight of every aspect of the grants process for

solution for submitting and tracking grant applications. Legacy

better awareness and decision making. Noblis’ RunGrants is:

processes can create challenges leaving PMs with a need for:
•

Cost-effective tools to automate and streamline the process

•

Data analytics to validate decisions, as budgets face heavy
scrutiny and agencies must be ready to share and defend
outcomes

•

Increased return on investment and tangible ways to show
and continuously improve it

•

Cloud-based capabilities to meet evolving modernization

Noblis’ grants solution gives managers and agency leadership more time

•

Automated – Delivers speed and accuracy improvements while
reducing the need for management intervention.

•

Standards-Based – Consolidates data for greater interoperability and
support for modernization goals.

•

Flexible – A low-code framework to easily customize for workflows,
reports and functionality that matches each agency’s unique
environment.

•

Data Driven – Gives managers and agency leadership deep insight
into every aspect of the grants process for better awareness and
decision making.

•

Cost-Effective – Software-as-a-Service model means predictable
costs, regular maintenance and improvements that keep up with
evolving demands and a streamlined acquisition process.

milestones and easily access and share data as needed

FOR MORE THAN A DECADE, NOBLIS HAS BEEN HELPING TO AUTOMATE THE FEDERAL GRANTS LIFECYCLE

This expertise translates to a cloud-based solution designed to meet the needs of all stakeholders—grantees, processors,
reviewers, managers and leadership. What’s more, Noblis’ RunGrants solution empowers agencies to collect, evaluate and award
grants applications using an automated, streamlined process based on data to show the value and priority for every grant.

PROCESS AUTOMATION

Noblis’ RunGrants solution delivers faster process
automation across the grants management lifecycle from
application and submission to evaluation and selection.

Capabilities that Fit Your Agency and Mission Needs
As the demands on grants programs grow, agencies must balance expectations to continuously improve speed, accountability, user
experience and, of course, ongoing costs. To help with this, and empower users and optimize results, Noblis has brought a fresh new
approach to grants management.

Accelerate the Lifecycle

Built For Federal and Matched for the Mission

Optimize efficiency by automating workflow within a single

Exceed federal compliance, security and classification requirements

comprehensive solution.

with flexibility and scalability.

•

Streamline the Workflow - From collection to reporting with
custom templates, alerts and notifications that drive new levels
of efficiency—freeing up managers to focus on more strategic
tasks.

•

Collaborative Tools - Brings the right data, workflow and
collaboration tools together in one place.

•

Simplifies with Modern UX - Equips grant managers and
reviewers with intuitive user experience backed by humancentered, responsive design that maximizes productivity from
any device.

•

•

Secure Cloud-Based Grants Management - Adaptable to all
federal clients and environments (on premise, in the cloud or
classified) with the FedRAMP-compliant Noblis platform.
Permissions Controlled - Assign role-based permissions that
meet specific project-level needs while abiding by agency or
department level Zero-Trust, security requirements. Enable
common access card, personal identity verification and 2factor authentication.

Improve and Enhance the Application Process
Extend efficiency and insight for applicants, reviewers and awardees.

Empower Better Decisions and Unlock Critical insights

•

Responsive Navigation - Create a simplified navigation
experience for users with easy, intuitive responsive design.

•

Configurable Checklists - Grantees clean up applications with
checklists for an organized, customizable workflow-based
system to gather information and enable collaboration.

•

Clarify Tracking - Provide clarity of status at each step with
transparency and application support from submission to
execution and enable greater grantee success.

Reach new levels of visibility at every stage of the process.
•

Power Smarter Selection - Delivers powerful evaluation analytics
to help reviewers quickly prioritize proposals and choose the
best projects to pursue.

•

Transform Reporting - Activates advanced measurement
analytics and visualization tools to simplify reporting and
maximize transparency in advance of strategic meetings,
milestones and deadlines.

Run with Noblis
The Run with Noblis Solution suite addresses the evolving needs of federal agencies with the
speed, performance and scale of digital solutions to create insights, automate workflows,
streamline processes and drive greater outcomes. Learn more at noblis.org/run.

Contact us for a live demo at
run@noblis.org and learn more
at noblis.org/rungrants.

ABOUT NOBLIS
For more than 25 years, Noblis has been an innovator within the federal government, committed to solving the
challenges of today and investing in the mission of tomorrow. As a nonprofit, and with our subsidiaries, Noblis works
for the public good, bringing together the best possible capabilities, including science and technology expertise and
solutions, in an environment of independence and objectivity to deliver enduring impact on federal missions.

